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The concept of “The Fifth Business,” 
is inspired by the novel “The Deptford 
Trilogy” by Canadian writer Robert-
son Davies.  It refers to supporting 
members of theatrical companies who 
work behind the scenes to enable the 
main action to take place.  This con-
cept of storytelling is made that much 
richer and deeper through the building 
of layers, interrelationships and collab-
orations that work together to enhance 
a creator’s vision—this concept is what 
drives my work. 

The Fifth Business 
Layers – making life and art more meaningful

By Vicki Chamberlain, Earthwares, Ashland OR

meeting was going to be about pot selection and asked if he 
could share some of my work. I traveled up from southern 
Oregon for the meeting and let the resulting momentum 
lead me into this unexpected career path. A second phase of 
my life in what was supposed to be retirement. 

I am honored to have mentors who have become not only 
bonsai colleagues, but dear friends.  Scott Elser, Michael 
Hagedorn, Andrew Robson, Jonas Dupuich and Josef Leib-

fried have all generously provided invaluable critiques and 
advice. Each approaches the nuances of bonsai with their 
own personalities and knowledge, so their input has broad-
ened my insight immeasurably. 

I work in a number of clay bodies, do hand building, 
Kurinuki (carving), and throw on the wheel—whatever is 
required to create the effect I am envisioning for a specific 
tree or project. I primarily high-fire in a reduction kiln, but 
I am not limited to this one way of firing, or encumbered by 
the perception that other methods of firing are more or less 
desirable.  I use a number of firing methods depending on 
what results I am looking for, and sometimes combine meth-
ods for some very specific textures.  I always use the science 
behind firing to make sure the pieces are vitrified and bonsai 
appropriate.  The clays, glazes and firing methods are the 
tools that get me where I want the work to go. 

Figure 1: Right, Vicki 
monitoring a recent 
reduction firing.

Figure 2: Left, collection of unglazed pots outside of the studio. 
Ready for packing and distribution to California. 

Figure 3: Above, a new modernized antique green Japanese glaze 
on two container styles.

What attracted me to bonsai in the first place were the 
trees’ stories. The compilation of years of effort to make 
something look so natural, whether simple or complicated in 
design, speaks to me. Every bonsai is a myriad of layers in a 
story, and I am compelled to be part of telling these stories. I 
want to add my layers in unexpected ways.

Creating bonsai and kusamono containers was more of 
a gift handed to me, than a conscious decision to go down 
this path. I am a diligent student of this art form and looking 
back, it was a natural progression to begin making contain-
ers for my own trees.  Fate guided me down a related, but 
longer, path when I met Lee Cheatle, then President of the 
Bonsai Society of Portland. He told me that their next club 

The clays, glazes and firing methods are the 
tools that get me where I want the work to go. “
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Thanks to my connection with kusamono artist, Young 
Choe, of the US National Arboretum in DC, I was asked to 
make the accent containers for the Pacific Bonsai Museum’s 
Natives exhibition in which Young created her outstanding 
plantings. This project was an opportunity to do a serious 
geological study of 14 different regions within the US, and 
it was the beginning of my addiction to glaze chemistry 
and the use of locally-collected materials. I have since done 
extensive study and experimentation with emulating ancient 
Chinese and Japanese glazes and creating new dimensional 
textural glazes.

I am inspired to create a wide variety of glazes. The first 
group is created to feel aged and timeless and they focus on 
color palettes that compliment a variety of bonsai species. 
The second group of glazes are more intense and textured 
and are used on shohins and kusamonos. These glazes 
emulate the sheen of a coastal newt, or the color and texture 
of rusted metal, the dimensionality of lichen and moss, and 
the texture of lava, granite and basalt. The glazes created for 
my pieces have specific intent. Incorporating locally-sourced 
materials into the glazes adds yet another layer to their story.  

An accent container created for an Alaskan cedar bonsai 
might have Alaskan volcanic ash in the glaze. A container for 
an Oregon mountain hemlock could have Corvallis silt or 
volcanic ash from Oregon forests where many hemlocks grow. 
I have even incorporated the oxidized copper residue from 
annealing my own wire into a glaze to add another layer of 

interest. For me, the end result is that 
the container is more connected to the 
tree. Even if the customer doesn’t know 
it, I know the piece has more layers to 
its story, more connection to its place, 
and that is what makes my efforts more 
meaningful for me.   

The bonsai community is really 
quite small, and I enjoy my interactions 
and overlaps with so many clubs and 
fellow bonsai enthusiasts. I especially 
find it enriching to get calls and emails 
from new friends throughout the 
country … to see the photos of their 
beloved trees and discuss their ideas 
for a container.  It is a bond, a sharing, 
and a time to honor their work by 
appreciating the time and dedication 
they have put in before reaching out to 
commission a handmade bonsai pot. 
Collaboration makes the project more 
creative and rewarding. 

Bob Shimon of Mendocino Coast 
Bonsai brings both Sara Rayner’s and 

I was awed by the organic forms of Victoria’s 
pots and how closely they mimicked wood and 
metal. The glazes and textures appeared as if 
directly extracted out of the earth…they were 
like nothing I’d seen before...
Aaron Packard, Curator, Pacific Bonsai Museum 
from the Natives exhibition book

“
Figure 4: Right top, collection of 
Kurinuki pots. 

Figure 5: Right middle, kusamono pot 
with copper patina glaze.

Figure 6: Right bottom, kusamono pot 
emulating a bark texture.

Figure 7: Left top, kusamono pot with lava glaze.

Figure 8: A study in reality – emulating a newt from the 
Oregon coast on a lava rock. An indentation is created by 
the lizards tail to hold a pool of rain water.

Figure 9: Left bottom, kusamono pot with lichen glaze. 
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my work to many of the west coast 
bonsai shows. This has helped me 
reach many more markets than I could 
have done alone. While I enjoy going 
to conventions, and will do so when life 
as we knew it returns, it takes time and 
energy out the studio. If I could wish 
for anything, it would be for more time 
to experiment and work out new ideas. 

Projects in the coming year include 
more Kurinuki carving in larger for-
mats, new shapes and glazes emulating 
more geological formations, a new line 
of Tenpai (accent figurines), Jiitas for 
Kusamonos, and ceramic Daizas. In ad-
dition to ceramics, I am working on a se-
ries of abstract silk scrolls using natural 
dyes harvested from forest and meadow 
plants and a collection of interesting silk 
thread. Depending on travel and safety 
considerations I plan to exhibit at the 
US National Bonsai Exhibition in New 
York in September and possibly some 
other fall west coast events. 

No matter what, I will be creating 
more layers to the story.  

Contact Info: 
Victoria Chamberlain  
Website: www.earthwares.org  
Phone: 541-531-8515  
Email: vchamberlain@mind.net  

Bonsai pots range in size from mame 
up to 24”

Figure 10: Above right, ripped and 
glazed 20” bonsai container.

Figure 11: Right, close-up of subtle 
crystallization on two teal blue glazes.

Figure 12: Top, collection of pots from 
Vicki’s "ripped" series which is created 
in both glazed and unglazed options. 

Figure 13: Bottom left, close-up of 
unglazed semi cascade pot. 
 
Figure 14: Bottom right, texture and 
profile detail on unglazed pot.


